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Abstract
ObJect-onented
programmlng
IS well-suited
to such
data-tntenslve
appkcatton domains as CAD/CAM, Al, and OIS
(offlce Jnformahon systems) with mulhmedla documents At MCC
we have built a prototype obJect-onented
database system,
called ORION
It adds persistence and sharabllity to obJects
created and manipulated In appkcatlons Implemented in an
obJect-oriented programmlng environment One of the important
requirements of these applications IS schema evolution, that IS,
the ability to dynamically make a wide variety of changes to the
database schema In this paper, following a brief revJew of the
object-oriented
data model that we support in ORION, we
establish a framework for supporting schema evolution, define
Its
and discuss
the semantics
of schema
evolution,
implementation

1. Introduction
In recent years, obJect-onented
programming
[GOLD81,
GOLD83, BOBR83, CURR84, SYMB84, LMl85) has gained a
tremendous popularity in the destgn and tmplementation of
emerging data-intensive
appltcation systems
These include
arhficial intelligence (Al) [STEF86], computer-alded
design and
manufacturing
(CAD/CAM) [AFSA86], and office informahon
systems (01s) with multi-media documents [IEEE85, AHLS84,
WOEL86] ObJect-oriented
programmlng offers a number of
Important advantages for these appkcations over tradrtional
One IS the modeling of all
control-onented
programmlng
conceptual entities with a single concept, namely ObJeCtS The
state of an obJeCt IS captured in the Instance vanables The
behavior of an ObJeCt IS captured In messages to which an ObJeCt
responds The messages completely define the semanhcs of an
ObJeCt Another advantage of obJect-orlented
programming IS
the nohon of a c/ass hierarchy and lnherrtance of propertles
(instance variables and messages) along the class hierarchy
The class hierarchy captures the IS-A relatIonshIp between a
class and Jts subclass (equivalently, a class and its superclass)
All subclasses of a class Jnhent all properties defined for the
i-~~~~~-~“~~~r~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~-

class, and can have additional properties local to them The
notion of property inheritance along the hierarchy facilitates
top-down design of the database as well as applications
Within the Database Program at MCC, we have built a
prototype obJect-oriented
database system, called ORION, for
the purposes of adding persistence and sharabikty to ObJects,
and supporting various advanced funchons that applications from
the CAD/CAM, Al, and OIS domains require
One of the
important advanced functions that these applicahons require IS
schema evolution, the ability for the users to dynamically change
the database schema [KIM85, WOEL86) The types of changes
required include creation and deletion of a class, alteration of the
IS-A relatIonship between classes, addition and deletion of
instance variables and methods, and so on In obJect-onented
databases, there are two types of schema evolutron Changes to
the class definitions, and changes to the structure of a class
hierarchy Existing ObJect-oriented systems support only a few
types of changes to the schema This IS a consequence of the
fact that existing obJect-oriented
systems are programming
language systems We note that even existing database systems
allow only a few types of schema changes for example, SQLlDS
allows only dynamic creation and deletion of relations (classes)
and addition of new columns (instance variables) in a relation
[IBM811 This IS because the applicatrons
they support
(convenhonal
record-oriented
business applications)
do not
require more than a few types of schema changes, and also the
data models they support are not as nch as obJect-oriented data
models
One of the most important, and innovative, feature of ORION
IS Its support of schema evolution
Our research proceeded in
three phases First, we established a taxonomy of over 20 useful
schema Changes under the ORION ObJect-oriented data model
Second, we defined the semantics of each schema change To
do this, we ftrst identified a set of invariant properties of an
obJect-oriented
schema which must be preserved
across
schema changes Then we defined a set of rules for selecting the
most meaningful way to preserve the Invariant properties for
each of the schema changes where there IS more than one way
the Invariant properties can theoretically
be preserved
By
applying these sets of Invariant properties and rules, we derived
globally consistent and meaningful semantics of each of the
schema Changes
Third, we developed an implementation
strategy for the entire spectrum of schema changes, whrch does
not require database re-organization
or system shutdown
The
obJectJve. and contributions,
of thus paper IS to present the
results of all three phases of our research into schema evolution
under the ORION data model The entrre set of schema changes
we defined In our taxonomy has been Implemented In ORION
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Further
a Qraphlcs-based
schema editor has been Implemented
on top of ORION, to provide a fnendly Interface
to the end users
of ORION and to help us vakdate
the correctness
of our
schema-evoluhon
framework

together
Into a class
All ObJects belongIng to the same class are
described
by the same
instance
vanables
and the same
methods
They all respond to the same messages
ObJects that
belong to a class are called instances
of that class
A class
describes
the form (Instance variables)
of Its Instances,
and the
OPeratlons
(methods)
applicable
to Its instances
Thus, when a
message
Is sent to an Instance.
the method whrch Implements
that message
IS found In the defrnrtron of the class

Section
2 provides
a bnef
review
of the
ORION
obJect-oriented
data model
In Section 3, we provrde a formal
framework
for schema
evolution,
in terms of a set of Invariant
properties
of an obJect-onented
schema and rules for selecting a
We also
meanrngful
option in preserving
the invariant propertres
define the semantics
of each of the schema Changes by applyrng
these invanant
properties
and rules
Further, we outkne formal
proofs
of the completeness
of our framework
for schema
evolution,
and correctness
of the semantrcs
of schema changes
In Sectton 4, we discuss implementation
issues, rncludlng storage
format
for ORION objects.
Impacts
of schema
changes
on
instances,
and inherited
methods
wrth embedded
references
to
rnstance variables
and other methods

shared-value,

and default-valued

variables

ORION supports
two features
to further reduce redundant
storage
and
specrficatron
of objects
shared-value
and
default-valued
instance vanables
For a shared-value variable of
a class, all Instances
of the class take on the same value Thus IS
Similar to the class variable concept in Smalltalk
[GOLD831
For a
default-valued variable, those Instances of a class whose value
for the Instance
vanable
IS not specrfred
take on a specrfred
default value

2. The ORION Data Model

For example,
we may define Instance vanables
Medrum and
TakeoffDistance
for the class Arrcraft
The instance
variable
Medium may be shared-valued,
and take on the same value, say
‘air’, for every aircraft
The instance vanable TakeoffDIstance,
on
the other hand, may have a default value of 300
In case a new
aircraft is created,
and its TakeoffDIstance
IS not speeded,
the
value 300 IS taken for that instance variable

Exrsting
object-orrented
systems
exhibit
significant
differences
in therr support
of the object-onented
paradrgm,
[STEF66] provides
an excellent
account of different vanahons
of
the obJect concepts
In this section we review bnefly the aspects
of the ORION data model which are necessary
to estabksh
a
context for the drscussrons
of schema evolution in Sectrons 3 and
4 We refer the reader to [BANE871 for a full descnphon
of our
data model
In Section 2 1, we review the basic obJect concepts
which we have selected
for our data model
In Sectron 2 2, we
drscuss the concept
of composite
obJects we have incorporated
into our data model
as an enhancement
to the standard
obJect-oriented
data model

class hierarchy, and Inheritance
Grouping ObJects Into classes helps avord the spectfrcatron
and storage of much redundant
rnformatron
The concept
of a
class hierarchy extends this information hlding capabrlrty one step
further
A class hrerarchy
IS a hierarchy
of classes tn whrch an
edge between
a Parr of nodes represents
the IS-A relatronshrp,
that IS. the lower level node IS a specralrzatron
of the hrgher level
node (and conversely,
the higher level node IS a generalrzatron
of
the lower level node)
For a parr of classes on a class hrerarchy,
the higher level class IS called a superclass of the lower level
class, and the lower level class a subclass of the htgher level
class
The instance
vanables
and methods
(collectrvely
called
properhes)
specrfred for a class are inherited
(shared)
by all Its
subclasses
Addrtronal propertres
may be specrfred for each of
the subclasses
A class
rnherrts
properhes
only from
Its
immediate
superclass
Srnce the latter rnhents propertres
from
Its own superclass.
it follows by Inductron that a class rnhents
properties
from every class In its superclass chain

2 1 Basic Concepts
objects, instance variables, methods, and messages
In obJect-oriented
systems,
all conceptual
entrtres
are
modeled
as ObJeCtS An ordrnary Integer or stnng IS as much an
ObJeCt as IS a complex assembly
of parts, such as an arrcraft or a
submarine
An ObJeCt consists
of some pnvate
memory
that
holds its state The private memory IS made up of the values for a
collection
of instance variables
The value of an Instance vanable
IS itself an obJect, and therefore
has its own pnvate memory
for
its state (I e , Its Instance variables)
A pnmltrve ObJect, such as
an Integer or a string, has no instance variables
It only has a
value, which IS the obJect itself
More complex
obJects contain
instance variables,
through which they reference
other ObJeCtS,
which in turn contain Instance variables

domains of instance variables
In object-oriented
systems,
the domain
of an instance
variable
(which
corresponds
to data type
In convenhonal
programmrng
languages)
IS a class
In ORION we allow the
domain of an instance
vanable to be bound to a specrfrc class
(and therefore
rmplrcrtly to all subclasses
of the class)
For
example,
the Manufacturer
instance vanable of the Aircraft class
may be bound to the class Company
Thus, a manufacturer
IS a
company
Further,
if the Company
class has subclasses,
the
instance vanable Manufacturer
may also take on as Its value an
Instance of any subclass of Company

The behavior
of an ObJeCt IS encapsulated
in methods
Methods consist of code that manipulate
or return the state of an
ObJeCt Methods
are a part of the definition
of the obJect
However,
methods,
as well as Instance vanables,
are not vrsible
from outside of the obJect
ObJects can COmmunlCate
with one
another
through
messages
MeSSaQeS constitute
the public
interface
of an ObJeCt For each message
understood
by an
ObJeCt, there
IS a corresponding
method
that executes
the
message
An ObJect reacts
to a message
by executing
the
corresponding
method,
and returning an obJect

classes

class lattice, multiple Inheritance, and
name-conflict resolution

If every ObJeCt IS to carry Its own instance
vanable names
and Its own methods,
the amount of Information
to be specrfred
For this reason, as
and stored can become unmanageably
large
well as for conceptual
srmplrcity,
‘srmrlar’ objects are QrOUPed

Smalltalk
[GOLD611 ongrnally restricted
a class to have only
a single superclass,
thus lrmrtlng the class hierarchy
to a tree
Most other object-onented
systems,
as well as the recent
version
of Smalltalk,
have relaxed
this restnctron
In these
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2 2 Composite Objects

1

The object-oriented
data model. in its conventional form, IS
sufficient to represent a collection of related objects As we have
seen, it captures the IS-A relationship between a class and its
superclass, and it allows an object to reference other objects
through its instance variables
However, It does not capture the
often useful IS-PART-OF relationship between an Object and
Objects It references
The notion of composite Objects explicitly
captures this relationship
A composite object IS a collection of
related instances that form a hierarchical structure that captures
the IS-PART-OF relationship between an Object and its parent
(In the literature, what we call composite ObJSCtS have variously
been called complex ObJeCtS (LORl63, KIM65 KIM67], composite
objects (BOBR65], and aggregation hierarchies
[ATWOB5] )
ORION uses the knowledge of composite ObJSCtS not only to
enforce the semantics of composite ObJeCtS (to be discussed),
but also to phystcaliy cluster the constituent ObJeCtS of composite
ObJSCtS,
so as to minimize the i/O cost of retrieving composite
objects

I

WaterVehicle
Horsepower
FuelCapacIty
FuelCategory
Size
I
NuclearPoweredVehicle
I

Submarine1

MinWaterLevel
Size

/

M$l$$th

1

Figure 1. Resolution of name conflicts among
instance variables
systems (and In ORION) a class can have more than one
superclass, generakmg the class hrerarchy to a lathce
In a
class lattice, a class has mulhpie superclasses and thus rnhents
properties from each of the superclasses
This feature IS often
referred to as mu/t/p/e inheritance [LMl65, STEF66]
(in this
paper, we use the term laffice, as in the literature on
object-oriented
systems, to mean a directed acyclic graph
structure )

definitions
A composite object has a single root ObJSCt, and the root
references multiple children ObJSCtS, each through an instance
variable
Each child ObJeCt can in turn reference their own
children ObJeCtS,
again through instance variables
A parent
ObJeCt
exclusively owns children ObJSCtS,
and as such the
existence of children ObJSCtS IS predicated on the existence of
their parent Children ObJSCtS of an ObJSCt are thus dependent
objects The instances that constitute a composite ObJeCt belong
to classes that are also organized in a hierarchy This hierarchical
collection of classes IS called a composlre objecf schema A
composite ObJSCt schema consists of a single foot class and a
number of dependent classes

The class lattice simplifies data modeling and often requires
fewer classes to be speclfled than with a class hierarchy
However, it gives rise to two types of conflicts in the names of
instance variables and methods
One IS the conflict between a
class and its superclass (this type of problem also arises in a
class hierarchy)
Another is among the superclasses of a class,
this IS purely a consequence of multiple inheritance

in Figure 2, we illustrate a composite Object schema for
vehicles The classes that are connected by bold lines form the
composite ObJSCt schema The root class IS the class Vehicle
Through instance variables Body, Drivetrain and Color, vehicle
instances are linked to their dependent ObJSCtS, which belong to
classes AutoBody, AutoDnvetrain and String The class Vehicle
has another Instance variable called Manufacturer, but it IS not a
link to a dependent Object The instances of AutoBody and
AutoDnvetrain.
in turn, are connected to other dependent
Objects A vehicle composite ObJSCt, then, IS an instance of the
class Vehicle, together with an Instance of each of the classes
AutoBody, AutoDnvetrain, and String (for Color) The brace in

Name conflicts between a class and its superclasses are
resolved in all systems we are aware of by giving precedence to
the definition within the class over that in its superclasses
For
example, If the class definition for a class Aircraft specifies an
Instance variable VehicleId, it IS the definition used for every
Arrcraft Instance This definition overrides any definition that may
be inherited from any superclass
The approach used In many systems to resolve name
conflicts among superclasses of a given class IS as follows If an
instance vanable or a method with the same name appears In
more than one superclass of a class C, the one chosen by
default IS that of the first superclass in the list of (immediate)
For
superclasses of C, which the application will have specified
example, as shown in Figure 1, the class Submanne has to inherit
an Instance variable Size either from the superclass WaterVehIcle
(which defined Size) or from NuclearPoweredVehlcle
(which
If In the
inherited Size from its superclass MotorizedVehIcle)
definition of the class Submanne, NuclearPoweredVehlcle
was
specified as the first superclass, Size WIII be inherited from
NuclearPoweredVehicle

Name
/,
Manufacturer
(Domain

Company)

\

Location
Divisions

/
Chassis
Body

Vehicle

Interior

(Domaln
Autobody)

<

Since this default confkct resolution scheme hinges on the
permutation of the superclasses of a class, ORION allows the
It also
user to expllcltly change this permutahon at any hme
provides ways In which the user can overnde the default conflict
resoluhon, by explicitly inhentlng an instance vanable or method
of the user’s ohorce from a number of confllchng Instance
variables or methods, or inheriting more than instance variables
or methods by first renamlng them

DoorsColor

Drivetrain
(Domain

f

AutoDrivetrain)

Color
(Domain

Strlng)

Position

Engine
c

Transmission

Figure 2 Vehicle modeled as a hierarchy of parts
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the figure lndrcates a set obJect The Instance vanable Doors of
the class AutoBody represents a set of Door Instances. each of
which has a Position and Color

has enhanced the basic obJect-onented
COmpOSlte obJects

Our formal framework consists of a set of properhes of the
schema called mvariants, and a set of m/es that guide the
selection of the most meanrngful way of preserving the tnvanants
for those schema changes that allow more than one meaningful
way The invariants hold at every quiescent state of the schema,
that IS, before and after a schema change operatron They guide
the definrtion of the semanhcs of every meanrngful schema
change, by ensuring that the change does not leave the schema
in an rnconslstent state (one that violates any rnvanant)
However, for some schema changes, the schema rnvanants can
be preserved in more than one way The set of rules that we
have guides the selection of one most meanrngful way

Each non-leaf class on a composrte obJect schema has one
or more Instance variables, called composire mstance vanables,
that serve as lrnks to dependent classes
In other words, a
composite object schema IS created through composrte Instance
vanables, whrch have dependent classes as their domarns We
WIII call the link between a class and the domaln of a composite
instance vanable of the class a composite /ink For example, the
class Vehrcle In Figure 2 has a composite link to the class
AutoBody through the Instance variable Body
The Instance
variable Body has as domain the class Autobody, and It has the
composite lrnk property The Vehicle class has another Instance
variable Drivetrain, whose domain IS the class AutoDnvetrarn and
which IS also a composrte link
The classes AutoBody and
AutoDnvetraln, similarly, have composite Instance variables

3 1 Invariants

of Schema

Evolution

We have been able to identify five invanants of the
obJect-oriented schema from the ORION data model They define
the consistency requrrements of the class lattice under our data
model

semantics
A composite link has two propertres that add to the integnty
features of the conventional obJect-oriented data model One IS
that a composite lrnk from a class A to a class 8, through an
instance variable Va of A, constrarns an Instance of B to be
referenced through Va by only one Instance of A There can be
other obJects that can also reference this instance of B, but any
such reference cannot be through another compostte knk

Class Lattice lnvarlant
The class lattice IS a rooted and connected directed acyc//c
greph wrth named nodes and labeled edges The DAG has only
one root, a system-defined
class called OBJECT The DAG IS
connected, that IS, there are no Isolated nodes Every node IS
reachable from the root Nodes are named, and each node In
the DAG has a unique name
Edges are labeled such that all
edges directed to any given node have dlstrnct labels

For example, an instance of the class Vehicle can have a
composite link to an instance of the class AutoBody through the
instance variable Body No other instance of Vehrcle can refer to
thus instance of AutoBody through the instance variable Body
Further, if an instance of some other class, say Inventory, has a
reference to this instance of AutoBody, the reference must be
through a non-composite
Instance variable

Distinct

Name Invariant

All instance variables of a class, whether defined or
inherited, have drstinct names Srmrlarly. all methods of a class,
whether defined or inherited, must have drshnct names

Another property of a composite link IS that the object whrch
through a composite instance variable IS a
dependent obJect whose existence depends on the existence of
the referencing obJect For example, the body of a vehicle IS not
only owned by one specific vehicle, but also cannot exrst wrthout
the vehicle
This means that a dependent obJect cannot be
created if its owner does not already exrst As such, a composrte
ObJeCt must be instantiated in a top-down fashion, the root ObJeCt
of a composite ObJeCt must be created first, then the obJects at
When a constituent ObJeCt of a
the next level, and so on
composite ObJeCt IS deleted, all its dependent ObJeCtS must also
be deleted

Distinct

IS referenced

IdentIty (Origin)

InvarIant

All instance variables. and methods, of a class have drstrnct
For example, In Figure 1, the class Submanne
identity (origin)
can inherit the Instance vanable Weight from erther the class
However, In both these
WaterVehicle or NuclearPoweredVehrcle
superclasses, Werght has the same ongin, namely, the Instance
variable Weight of the class Vehrcle, where Weight was ongrnally
defined Therefore, the class Submanne must have only one
occurrence of the instance vanable Werght
Full Inheritance

Invariant

A class inhents all instance variables and methods from
each of its superclasses, except when full inhentance causes a
In
vrolatron of the distrnct name and dlstrnct rdenhty invariants
other words, If two Instance vanables have drstrnct ongrn but the
same name In two different superclasses, at least one of them
must be inherited If two Instance varrables have the same ongrn
In two different superclasses, only one of them must be rnhented
For example, in Frgure 1, Submanne must lnhent Srze, whether it
IS from NuclearPoweredVehicle
or from WaterVehicle, or even
from both (by assignIng new names, in order to marntarn the
distinct name invariant) Further, Submarine must inherit Weight
only once, from erther NuclearPoweredVehlcle
or WaterVehtcle

The composite link property of an Instance variable of a
class IS inherited by subclasses of that class For example, if the
class Automobile IS a subclass of Vehrcle, it inherits the Instance
Further, because Body IS a
variable Body from Vehicle
composrte lrnk in the Vehicle class, it will also be a composite link
in the Automobile class

3. Formal Framework

model wrth the notion of

for Schema Evolution

In thus section, we present our formal framework for schema
evolutron under the ORION data model, and then, using the
framework, define the semantics of schema evolution we have
We emphasize that, although our
implemented in ORION
framework has been developed for our particular data model, we
believe that our methodology
for the development
of the
framework IS applicable to most main-stream obJect-oriented
Thus IS because our model has incorporated all the
systems
basic obJect concepts for which there IS a wide acceptance, and

Domain Compatibility

Invariant

If an Instance vanable V2 of a class C IS inhented from an
Instance variable Vl of a superclass of C, then the domarn of V2
IS either the same as that of Vl, or a subclass of Vl
For
example, If the domaln of the Instance vanable Manufacturer in
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the Vehtcle class IS the Company class, then the domarn of
Manufacturer
In the MotonzedVehrcle
class, a subclass of
Vehicle, can be Company or a subclass of Company, say,
MotortzedVehrcleCompany

particular, its name, domain, default value, shared value, or the
composite link property may be changed
Also, an Instance
variable that IS not shared-valued can be made shared-valued,
or vice versa Further, the properties of a method belongtng to a
class may be modified by changing Its name or code The
following rule provides guidelines for supporting all changes to
the propertres of instance variables and methods

Another aspect of the domarn compatrbility invariant IS that
the shared value or default value of an Instance vanable must be
an instance of the class that IS the domain of that instance
variable

When the properties of an instance variable or method
Rule 4
in a class C are changed, the changes are propagated to all
subclasses of C that inherited them, unless these properties
have been re-defined wrthin the subclasses

3 2 Rules of Schema Evolution
A class lattice In a quiescent state must preserve all the
Invariants
For some of the schema changes, however, there IS
more than one way to preserve the invariants For example, if
there IS a name conflict among instance variables to be inherited
from superclasses, the full inheritance invariant requires that at
least one of the Instance variables be inherited, but it does not
say which In order to guide the selection of one ophon among
many in an algonthmrc and meanrngful way, we have established
twelve essential rules, rncludtng some which we have adopted
from existing object-oriented
systems
These rules fall into four
categories default confkct resolutron rules, property propagation
rules, DAG manipulation rules, and composite object rules
Default Conflict

Resolution

For example, if the instance variable Weight of the class
Vehicle has Its default value changed to 2000, then the same
must be done to Weight in all subclasses of Vehicle
However, If Weight had earker been assigned a new default
value of 1000 in the class MotorizedVehicle
(which IS a
subclass of Vehicle), then MotorizedVehicle will not accept
the change Consequently, the change IS not propagated to
any subclass of MotorizedVehIcle that inherited Weight from
MotorizedVehicle
Rule 4 requires that changes to names of instance varrables
and methods are also propagated
However, propagation of
name changes or new instance variables and methods In a class
may introduce new conflicts in the subclasses
We take the
posrtron that name changes are made pnmanly to resolve
conflicts, and as such should not Introduce new conflicts By a
similar reasoning, we take the view that new instance variables
and methods that give rise to new conflicts should not be
propagated
Hence, we have the following rule, which modifies
Rule 4

Rules

The following three rules permit the selection of a single
inheritance option whenever there IS a name or identity confkct
They ensure that the drstrnct name and distinct identity invariants
are satisfied in a determrnistrc way The ORION user may,
however, overnde these rules by explicit requests to resolve
conflicts differently
Rule 1’
If an instance variable IS defined withtn a class C, and
its name IS the same as that of an instance variable of one of
its superclasses,
the locally defined Instance variable IS
selected over that of the superclass
The same applies to
methods

Rule 5
A newly added instance variable or method, or a
name change to an instance variable or method, IS
propagated to only those subclasses that encounter no new
name conflicts
as a consequence
of this schema
A subclass that does not inherit this
modification
modification does not propagate it to Its own subclasses For
the purposes of propagation of changes to subclasses, Rule
5 overrides Rule 2

Rule 2.
If two or more superclasses of a class C have instance
variables with the same name but drstrnct origin, the
instance variable selected for inheritance IS that from the
first superclass (corresponding to the node with the lowest
numbered
edge coming
Into C) among conflicting
If two or more superclasses have methods
superclasses
with the same name, the method inherited IS from the first
among conflicting superclasses

Requests for changes to instance variables must sometimes
be rejected In particular, in ORION the domain of an instance
vanable, once defined or inherited. can be generalized, that IS,
changed to one of the superclasses on its superclass chain, but
cannot be specialized
Otherwise,
the domain may be
incongruous with that of the shared value, default value, or the
values In the Instances of the class The domaln may be
generalized, but only to the extent that the domain compatlbrkty
For example,
the domain of
invariant
IS not violated
Manufacturer In the class MotorizedVehicle can be generakzed
from MotonzedVehicleCompany
to Company (which IS the
domain of Manufacturer
in the class Vehicle), but not to
Organization, which IS a superclass of Company

Inheritance of methods with embedded
references
to
inherited instance variables and methods present an interesting
problem
We will address this problem tn Section 4 2
If two or more superclasses of a class C have instance
Rule 3
variables with the same origin, the Instance variable wrth the
most specialized
(restncted)
domain IS selected for
inheritance However, if the domarns are the same, or If one
domain IS not a superclass of the other, the instance
variable Inherited IS that of the first superclass among
conflicting superclasses

(Domain Change Rule) The domain of an instance
Rule 5
variable can only be generalized
Further, the domain of an
inherited Instance variable cannot be generakzed beyond the
domain of the original instance variable

For example, in Figure 1, if the domain of Manufacturer of
NuclearPoweredVehicle
IS Company, and the domaln of
Manufacturer
of WaterVehIcle
IS WaterVehicleCompany
whrch IS a subclass of Company, the Manufacturer InStanCe
vanable of the class Submanne IS Inherited from the class
WaterVehicle
Property

Propagation

DAG Manipulation

Rules

We need a set of rules that govern the addrtion and deletion
of nodes and edges from the class lattice First, the addition of
an edge from node A to node B on a class lattice means that
class A IS made a new superclass of class B The followlng rule
ensures that drastic changes are avoided when a new edge 1s
added to a class lattice

and Change Rules

The properties of an instance variable, once defined Or
InherIted Into a class, can be modified in a number of ways ln
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The integrity of a composfte ObJeCt lees In the fact that all
dependent Objects owe therr existence to therr parents
In
pat?lCUlar,
if a parent Object is deleted, all its dependent Objects
are deleted, and if a parent object loses a composrte Instance
variable, the dependent Object referenced IS deleted
However,
we allow objects to d/sown their dependents, if therr composrte
Instance variables are changed to non-composrte
Drsowned
Objects are not deleted when therr prevrous parents are deleted,
since they are no longer dependent on the existence of therr
previous parents
Hence we have the following rule

Rule 7
(Edge Addition
Rule) If a class A IS made a
superclass of a class B, then A becomes the last superclass
of B In other words, the edge from A to B IS assrgned the
hrghest label among all edges drrected Into B Thus, any
name confkcts, that may be tnggered by the addrtron of this
superclass, can be Ignored However, if a newly tnhented
instance variable causes an identrty conflict, Rule 3 must be
applied to resolve it
The deletion of an edge from node A to node B may cause
node B to become isolated, in case class A IS the only superclass
of class B The following rule IS necessary to preserve the class
lattice invariant, which requires the DAG to be connected

Rule 12 If a composite instance vanable of an Object X
changed to a non-composite,
X disowns Object Y which
references through the instance vanable
The object
continues to reference the ObJeCt Y, however, deletron of
will not cause Y to also be deleted

Rule 8
(Edge Removal Rule) If class A IS the only superclass
of class B, and A IS removed from the superclass list of B,
then B IS made an immediate subclass of each of A’s
superclasses
The ordering of these new superclasses of B
IS the same as the ordering of superclasses of A

3 3 Taxonomy and Semantics of Schema Evolution
In this subsection, we classify all schema changes that we
support in ORION. and define the semanhcs of schema changes,
using our schema evolution Invariants and rules Changes to the
class lattice can be broadly categorized as (1) changes to the
contents of a node, (2) changes to an edge, and (3) changes to
a node Our schema change taxonomy IS as follows

A corollary to Rule 8 IS that, if the root class OBJECT IS the
only superclass of a class B, any attempt to remove the
edge from OBJECT to B IS rejected
If the edge IS removed,
node B would become isolated, since OBJECT has no
superclass to which B may be linked as a new superclass
The addition of a new node should not vrolate the class
lattice invariant If the new node has no superclasses, it becomes
an Isolated node, violating the class lattice Invariant Hence, we
have the followrng rule

(1) Changes to the contents of a node (a class)
(1 1) Changes to an instance variable
(1 1 1) Add a new instance vanable to a class
(1 1 2) Drop an existing instance vanable from a class
(1 1 3) Change the name of an instance vanable of a
class
(1 1 4) Change the domain of an instance variable of a
class
(1 1 5) Change the inheritance (parent) of an instance
variable (inherit another instance variable
with the same name)
(1 1 6) Change the default value of an instance variable
(1 1 7) Manipulate the shared value of an instance
variable
(1 1 7 1) Add a shared value
(1 1 7 2) Change the shared value
(1 1 7 3) Drop the shared value
(1 1 6) Drop the composite knk property of an instance
vanable
(1 2) Changes to a method
(1 2 1) Add a new method to a class
(1 2 2) Drop an existing method from a class
(1 2 3) Change the name of a method of a class
(1 2 4) Change the code of a method In a class
(1 2 5) Change the inheritance (parent) of a method
(inherit another method with the same name)
(2) Changes to an edge
(2 1) Make a class S a superclass of a class C
(2 2) Remove a class S from the superclass list of a class C
(2 3) Change the order of superclasses of a class C

Rule 8
(Node Addition Rule) If no superclasses are specified
for a newly added class, the root class OBJECT IS the default
superclass of the new class
The deletion of a node A IS a three-step operatron first the
deletion of all edges from A to its subclasses, then the deletion of
all edges directed into A from its superclasses, and finally the
deletion of node A itself We need the following rule to ensure
the preservation of the class lathce invariant
Rule 10
(Node Removal Rule) For the deletion of edges from
A to its subclasses, Rule 6 IS applied if any of the edges IS
the only edge to a subclass of A Further, any attempt to
delete a system-defined class, such as the class OBJECT, IS
rejected
Composite

IS
it
X
X

Object Rules

A composite instance variable may be changed to a
non-composite
instance variable. that IS, it may lose the
composrte
link property
However, we do not allow a
non-composrte Instance variable to later acquire the composrte
link property The reason IS that an object may be referenced by
any number of instances of a class through a non-composite
instance variable, but a dependent object of a composite object
may be referenced by only one instance of a class through a
composite
instance variable
To change a non-composrte
Instance variable to a composite instance vanable, it IS necessary
to venfy that exrstrng Instances are not referenced by more than
one instance through the instance vanable This in turn makes It
necessary to marntain a list of reference counts with each object,
one reference count for each Instance variable through whrch the
Object may be referenced We avoid thts complexity in ORION by
not permrtting a non-composite Instance variable to be changed
to a composrte Instance vanable

(3) Changes to a node
(3 1) Add a new class
(3 2) Drop an exrshng class
(3 3) Change the name of a class
We now define the semantics of each of these schema
changes, while showing how the schema evolutron rules are
applied to maintain the schema evolutron rnvanants
(1 1) Change an instance vanable
(1 1 1) Add a new instance variable V to a class C
Suppose first that the new instance vanable V causes no
The full
new confkcts In the class C or any of its subclasses

Rule 11 (Composrte Link Rule) The composrte link prOperty
may be dropped from a composite instance variable,
however, It may not be added to a non-composite IrWmCe
variable
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lnhentance rnvanant requrres V to be Inherited by all subclasses
of C Srnce the Instance vanable IS new, there can be no new
identity conflicts, unless there are two or more paths from C to
any of its subclasses, tn which case Rule 3 IS used to preserve
the drstrnct identity Invariant

the change of inheritance in C results in the dropping of the
present instance variable inherited from Sl , and the addrtron of
the instance variable from S2 These operations are also
propagated to the subclasses of C
If Vl and V2 have the same origrn, we need to consider two
cases If the domain of V2 IS the same as that of Vl , or V2 IS a
superclass of the domain of Vl , the properties (domain, parent,
default, shared) of Vl are changed, and the changes are
propagated according to Rule 4
Otherwise, Vl and V2 are
treated as if they have drstrnct ortgrns. that IS, Vl IS dropped from
C, and V2 IS added to C

If the new instance variable causes a name conflict with an
tnhented instance vanable, by Rule 1 the new instance variable
will ovemde the rnhented instance variable If the old Instance
variable was also locally defined in C. it IS replaced by the new
defrnrtion In any case, the new instance variable IS propagated to
all subclasses of C If there IS a name conflict In a subclass, the
new instance variable is not inhented (Rule 5) This does not
vrolate the full inheritance invariant, since the subclass already
contains an instance variable of the same name Once the new
instance variable V IS added to C or any of its subclasses,
exlstrng instances of the class receive the user-specified default
value, if there IS one, or the nil value (The extstrng instances are
not updated at the time of schema change We will describe our
actual implementation in Sectron 4 1 2 )

(1 1 6) Change the default value of an instance variable V of a
class C
The default value of every instance variable IS either explicitly
specified In the schema, or IS the nil value Adding a new default
value to an instance variable V is equivalent to changrng its value
from the nil value to a non-nil value Dropping the default value of
V IS equivalent to changing the value to nil The domain
compatrbility invariant requires that the changed default value of
V should be an instance of the domain of V Propagation of the
changed default value to the subclasses of C is governed by Rule
4

(1 1 2) Drop an Instance variable V from a class C
V must have been defined in the class C, it is not possrble to
drop an inherited instance variable If V IS dropped from C, it
must also be dropped recursively from the subclasses that
inherited it (Rule 4) If C or any of Its subclasses has other
superclasses that have instance vanables of the same name as
that of V, it inherits one of those instance variables This IS a
consequence of the full rnhentance invariant The default conflict
resolution rules (Rules 1, 2 and 3) are used to determine which
new instance variable to inherit The necessary change in
inheritance is handled as in operation 1 1 5 (to be described
shortly)
In case V must be dropped from C or any of its
subclasses without a replacement, existing instances of these
classes lose their values for V (Again, the exrstrng instances are
not updated at the time of schema change, as we will show in
Section 4 1 2 )

(1 1 7 1) Add a new shared value for an Instance variable V of
a class C
This operation
converts
a non-shared-value
instance
variable V to a shared-value
Instance variable The domain
compatrbility invariant requires that the shared value of V should
be an instance of the domain of V Propagation of the new
shared value to the subclasses of C IS governed by Rule 4
(1 1 7 2) Change a shared value for an Instance variable V of a
class C
The new shared value should be wrthin the domain of V so
that the domain compatibility invariant IS preserved
Propagation
of this new shared value to the subclasses of C IS governed by
Rule 4

(1 1 3) Change the name of an Instance variable V of a class C
We take the view that name changes are made primarily to
resolve conflicts, and as such they should not introduce new
conflicts Therefore, if a name change causes any conflict within
the class C, the change IS rejected
If the name change IS
accepted, it IS propagated to subclasses of C that have inherited
V from C Rule 5 requires the name change to be propagated
only if it does not give rise to new conflicts in the subclasses
Further, by Rule 4, name change propagation IS lnhrbrted in the
subclasses that have explicitly changed the name of their
inherited instance variable V

(1 1 7 3) Drop a shared value for an instance variable V of a
class C
This operation changes a shared-value instance variable V
to a non-shared one V will now have a default value of nil
Propagation of this change to the subclasses of C IS governed by
Rule 4
(1 1 8) Drop the composite link property of an Instance variable
A composite
instance variable may be changed to
non-compostte,
but not vice versa (Rule 11) When the
composne link property of an instance variable V of a class C IS
changed to non-composite,
the change IS propagated to the
subclasses of C Further, by Rule 12, instances of C and its
subclasses disown the objects they reference through V

(1 1 4) Change the domain of an instance variable V of a
class C
By Rule 6, the domain of an existing instance vanable can
only be generalized. further, the domain compattbilrty rnvarrant
must not be violated The propagation of the domain change in C
to the subclasses of C IS governed by Rule 4 Thus, domain
change propagation IS InhibIted In those subclasses that have
expllcltly changed the domain of their inherited instance variable
V

(1 2) Change a method
The rules to apply for changes to methods, that IS, for
operatrons 1 2 1, 1 2 2, 1 2 3, 1 2 4, and 1 2 5, are easily
Inferred from operations 1 1 1, 1 1 2, 1 1 3, 1 1 4 and 1 1 5,
respectively

(1 1 5) Change the Inheritance of an instance variable V of a
class C
This change requires that an instance variable V. Presently
inhented from a superclass Sl, be inherited from another
superclass S2 Let us refer to the Instance variable in Sl as Vt .
and that In S2 as V2 Of course, Vl and V2 have the same name
or the same ongrn (or both) If Vl and V2 have distinct ongIns,

(2) Change an edge
(2 1) Make a class S a superclass of a class C
To preserve the class lattice invariant, the additron of a new
edge from S to C must not introduce a cycle in the class lattice
C and Its subclasses Inherit instance variables and methods from
S In accordance wrth Rule 7 In case of identity conflicts during
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the propagation of Instance variables to the subclasses of C. Rule
3 IS appked
Operahons
1 1 1 and 1 2 1 are applred,
respectrvely, to add Instance vanables and methods of S to C

the invariants (I e, the soundness Issue)
In this section, we
outline our proofs for the soundness and completeness of an
essential set of ORION schema changes

(2 2) Remove a class S from the superclass list of a class C
To preserve the class latttce Invariant, the delehon of an
edge from S to C must not cause the class lattice DAG to
become disconnected
In case S IS the only superclass of C, Rule
8 IS applied, the Immediate superclasses of S now become the
immediate superclasses of C as well, while the ordenng of these
superclasses wtth respect to S remains the same for C Thus, C
does not lose any instance variables or methods that were
inhented from the superclasses of S C only loses those Instance
vanables and methods that were defined in S If the deletion of
the edge from S to C does not leave the DAG disconnected, C IS
left with one fewer superclasses, and it must drop the instances
vanables and methods it had InherIted from S The operations for
dropping an instance vanable (operation 1 1 2) and a method
(operation 1 2 2) are applied, respectively, for each instance
variable and method to be dropped from C

Our approach to showing completeness IS based on a simple
formal model (KIM861 , called a property inheritance graph (PIG),
which has only the essential characteristics of the ORION schema
evolution model
The part of the framework we focus on IS the
manipulation of the class lattice using our multiple inheritance
mechanism
In ORION, the set of schema change operations we
allow on the contents of a node of a class lattice (i e , the
properhes of a class) has been determined from our intuitton
about appkcation requirements
As such, this set may grow or
shnnk
Therefore, showing the completeness
of all ORION
schema changes appears to be neither feastble nor meaningful
The PIG model is based on a sngle-rooted,
directed acyclic
graph correspondrng to a class lattice Associated with each
vertex tn this graph are a set of named properties
These
properties correspond to instance variables and methods
We
define a name resolution operator 0 over property values, to
capture name conflict resolution for multiple inheritance In
ORION Using the 0 operator, we define a PIG to be a patr (V,E),
where V IS a set of labeled nodes, and E a set of labeled edges
The labels on the nodes are the set of properttes associated with
that node The labels on edges correspond directly to the edge
labels in ORION

(2 3) Change the order of superclasses of a class C
This operation causes a complete re-evaluahon
of the
Inheritance
of instance variables and methods in C, in
accordance with Rules 1, 2 and 3 In particular, Instance variables
and methods that partake In name conflicts may have to be
replaced by others in accordance
with the default conflict
resolutton rules Any change in inheritance IS then handled as in
operations 1 1 5 and 1 2 5

A PIG must satisfy a pair of syntactic constraints expressed
These constraints
in terms of the DAG and the 0 operator
enforce relattonshrps among the property sets associated with
nodes in the PIG The relationships correspond to inheritance in
ORION If there IS an edge (a,b) in the DAG, then all properties
associated with node a must be associated also with node b
Cases corresponding to multiple inheritance are resolved using
the 0 operator
We represent an operation in the PIG model as a
mapping from the set of all PIGS to itself

(3) Change a node
(3 1) Add a new class C
If no superclasses of C are specdted, by Rule 9 the class
OBJECT becomes the superclass of C If mulhple superclasses
are specdied, the full Inheritance invariant requires all instance
variables and methods from all superclasses of C to be inherited,
unless there are name or identity conflicts If there are any such
conflicts, the default conflict resolution rules (Rules 1, 2, and 3)
are used to preserve the distinct name and drstrnct Identity
invariants

In the formal model, we define 8 operations, corresponding
to only the essential ORION schema changes We prove that
every legal PIG IS achievable using a set of 8 operations (I e ,
Further, we show that the basic set of
completeness)
operations cannot generate a DAG that violates the syntactic
We use the
rules which charactenze a PIG (I e , soundness)
properties of the PIG model to characterize the power of ORION
schema change operations

(3 2) Drop an existing class C
All edges from C to its subclasses are dropped, ustng
operation 2 2 Next, all edges from the superclasses of C into C
are removed Finally, the deflnrtton of C IS dropped, and C IS
removed from the DAG The subclasses of C continue to exrst If
the class C was the domain of an Instance variable Vl of another
class Cl, Vl IS assigned a new domain, namely the first
superclass of the dropped class C This assrgnment is done when
the domatn of Vl IS actually needed, such as when adding a new
Instance of Cl, changing the value of Vl in some instance of Cl,
etc

Below we list the 8 PIG operations, without formally defining
them The ftrst two operate on the properties of a node in the
PIG, and correspond to the ORION operations for adding and
dropping an instance variable or a method The remaining SIX
operate on the DAG structure of the PIG, and corresponds to the
We emphasize that we exclude all
ORION DAG operations
operations for changing the contents of the nodes in the ORION
class lattice, except operations 1 1 1, 1 2 1,l 1 2, and 1 2 2

(3 3) Change the name of a oless C
To malntaln the class lattice invariant, It IS ensured that the
new name IS unique among all class names in the class lattrce

1

3 4 Completeness and Correctness of Schema
Evolution
The ORION taxonomy of schema evolution appears tntuitrvely
One
to capture all ‘Intereshng
types of schema changes
tnterestlng. and Important, question to consider IS whether the
ORION schema evoluhon taxonomy indeed subsumes every
possrble type of schema change (I e, the completeness Issue)
Another Interesting questron IS whether every ORION schema
change operation generates only valid schema% that preserve
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This corresponds to
PIG (0~1) - Add a new property
ORION (1 1 1 or 1 2 1) “Add a new instance variable
(method) ”

2

PIG (0~2) - Drop an existing property
“Drop
ORION (1 1 2 or 1 2 2)
variable (method) ”

Thus corresponds to
an existing instance

3

PIG (0~3) - Add an edge This corresponds to ORION (2 1)
“Make a class S a superclass of a class C”

4

PIG (0~4) - Drop an edge
This corresponds to ORION
(2 2) “Remove a class S from the superclass IlSt of a
class C”

5

4. Implementation

PIG (0~5) - Change the order of two lnoomrng edges of a
node
Thus corresponds to ORION (2 3) “Change the
order of superclasses of a class C”

6

PIG (0~6) - Add a new node This corresponds to ORION
(3 1) “Add a new class”, however, Op6 can add a new
node with only a single superclass

7

This corresponds
PIG (0~7) - Drop an extstrng node
ORION (3 2) “Delete an existing class”

8

PIG (0~8) - Rename the label of a node Thus corresponds
to ORION (3 3) “Change the name of a class”

In thus sectron, we will consider implementation of schema
evolution In ORION
In Section 4 I, we analyze each of the
schema change operahons to determine Its impact on the
instances that exrst at the time of schema change This analysrs
makes it clear that some types of schema change, for example,
dropping of an Instance variable, makes it necessary to update
existing instances
We identify all schema change operatrons
that loglcally require updates to existing instances, that IS,
database reorganization, and descnbe our implementatron whrch
completely avoids database reorganrzatron
In Section 4 2 we
bring out a problem that multlple inheritance causes on the
vakdrty of inhented methods, and descnbe our soluhon

to

Theorem 1 guarantees that if G IS a PIG and G’ IS
constructed from G by applyrng an operahon in the PIG operation
set {Opt,
,Op8}, then G’ is also a PIG

4 1 Schema Evolution without a Database
Reorganization

Theorem 1 [Soundness] The class of PIGS IS closed under the
PIG operatrons Opl - Op8
Proof

It IS obvious that such schema change operahons as addrng
or dropping an instance variable loglcally requrre exrstlng
For example, if an instance vanable V
instances to be updated
of a class C IS dropped, the values of V must be removed from all
existing instances of C Srnce a class can have many instances,
this IS potenhalty a very expensrve undertaking Further, when It
takes a long time to update all Instances of a class, the class and
its instances become unavarlable for a long time
Hence, rt
makes sense to avord updating the instances when the class
definition IS changed, and Instead to merely reflect the changes
in the instances presented to the user For example, when the
instance variable V of a class C IS dropped, exrshng Instances of
C are not updated
However, when Instances of C are later
fetched, the values of V are screened from the Instances that
existed before the schema change

We have to show for each PIG operatron that when the
operatron IS applied to a PIG, the resulting graph IS also a
PIG The proof IS rather laborious, and IS omttted here It
IS given in [KIM861

The completeness

proof consrsts of the next two lemmas

Lemma 1 For any PIG, there IS a finite sequence of Op7 that
reduces the PIG to a PIG with one root node
Proof

It IS obvious that we can apply Op7 repeatedly, in leaf to
root order, to remove all but the root node of a PIG

Lemma 2 There IS a finite sequence
generates any PIG
Proof

of {Opl ,Op3,Op6) that

4 1.1 storage format
schema
evolution
To support
wrthout
a database
reorganization, we designed the storage format for disk-resrdent
objects as shown below

Suppose we have two PIGS G and G’
Let G be an
arbitrary PIG with a finite number of nodes and edges and
G’ be a PIG with only the root node The following
construction process can generate a PIG from G’, which
Is equivalent to G
Traverse G in breadth-first
order, and perform the
following for each node x of G visited
1 Add a node x’ to G’, where x1 has the same set of
properties as that of x, using Opl and 0~6
2 For each incoming edge of x, In the order in which the
edges are numbered, add a corresponding
rncomrng
edge to x’, using 0~3
The resulting G’ IS equrvalent to G, since G’ has all the
nodes and edges in G (and no additional nodes and
edges), as well as the same contents for each of the
nodes

vecto
urd -size

IS

subset
a
completeness

values

vn on

The uid IS the globally unique identifier of an object It consrsts of
two parts the unique identtfrer of the class to whrch the object
belongs. and the unique idenhfrer of the object wrthin the class
The vector-size IS the number of pairs in the offset-vector
The
offset vector consists of (VI, 01) pairs, one for each instance
In
variable for which the object has an explrcitly specrfred value
each (VI, 01) pair, VI IS the idenhfrer of an instance variable, and
OI IS the offset of its value in the values part of the object storage
format
(An instance variable IS itself an instance of an ORION
system class Instance Variable (similar to a system catalog in
conventional database system), and, as such, has a unique
rdentrfler ) A value can be a pnmrtrve value (such as an integer,
string, eto ), or a reference to another instance, namely, the urd
If an object has a default value for an
of the referenced object
instance variable, or if the instance variable IS shared valued, that
instance variable does not appear in the storage format The
shared value and the default value of shared-value
and
default-valued
instance variables are stored In the system class
Instance Vanable in which we maintain information about all
instance vanables rn the database

We can get G2 by first reducing Gl to a PIG with only
root node by lemma I, and then building G2 from the
root node by lemma 2

Since
(Opl ,Op3,Op6,Op7}
{Opl ,Op2,Op3,Op4,Op5,Op6,Op7.OpE},
obvrous from theorem 2

offset-vector

vl 01 v2 02

Theorem 2 Given two arbitrary PIGS, 01 and 02, there IS a
finite sequence F of {Op1,Op3.OpS,Op7},
such that
F(G1) = G2
Proof

of Schema Evolution

of
is

Theorem 3 (Completeness)
Given two arbitrary PIGS, Gl and
G2, there IS a finite sequence F of PIG operations Opt 0~8, such that F(G1) = G2

Unlrke the
A composite object consrsts of many instances
complex object tmplementatron described in [LORl83], in ORION
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we do not Include tn Instances the uid of thetr parent object or
that of the root of the composite object This not only saves
storage space, but also slmpllfles the operation of dropplng the
composite llnk property from an Instance vanable (I e , dlsownlng
dependent objects) Since dependent objects do not carry the
uld of the root of the compostte object, there IS no need to
update them when they are disowned

(1 1 7 I) Add e new shared value for en instance variable V of
a class C
This operation changes V from non-shared
to shared
Existmg instances are left untouched When extsting Instances
are later fetched Into memory, the values of V are ignored, and
replaced with the shared value
(1 1 7 2) Change a shared value for en instance variable V of a
class C
There IS no impact on the existing instances of C

4 1 2 impacts of schema changes on existing
instances

(1 1 7 3) Drop a shared value for an instance varieble V of a
class C
This operation changes V from shared to non-shared
The
default value assigned IS nil, and all exlstlng instances must have
a nil value for V The existing instances of V do not have to be
changed However, if V was non-shared at time tl, then was
changed to shared at time t2, and now IS changed back to
non-shared at time t3, exlstlng instances may have some expllclt
values for V specified at time tl, and they must be ignored
Unfortunately, they will not be ignored. since V IS no longer
shared-valued
Our solution IS to asslgn a new instance vanable
identifier to V Then, the exlstlng instances of C WIII have the old
(deleted) identlfler of V, and will therefore be ignored

We now analyze the impact of each schema change on
existing instances, that IS, whether it makes it logically necessary
to update any instances
For those schema changes which
impact the instances, we will descnbe how ORION avoids actually
updating the Instances
(1 1) Change an instance variable
(1 1 1) Add a new instance variable V to a class C
For each existing instance in C and subclasses of C that
Inherit V, there IS no explicitly specified value for V When an
instance IS fetched into memory (on a user request), the system
fills in the appropriate default value or nil for the new instance
variable
Since every Instance variable IS asslgned a unique
identifier, there IS no posslblllty that the disk-resident value of a
deleted instance variable will be Incorrectly presented as the
value of the new Instance variable
(1 1 2) Drop an instance variable V from a class C
In each existing Instance of C and subclasses of C that have
to drop V outnght, as we have already seen, there IS a value for V
in the disk format of that Instance (unless the value IS a default)
These instances are left untouched When such an instance IS
fetched into memory, the value for V IS screened
In case the dropped instance variable V has the composite
link property, the objects referenced (owned) by Instances of C
If other objects are
or any subclass of C through V are deleted
recursively dependent on these Object% they too are deleted

(1 1 8) Drop the Composite link property of an Instance
variable V of a class C
By Rule 12, instances of C and tts subclasses disown the
objects they reference through V Instances do not carry the
identifier of their parents or the composite objects they belong to,
hence, there IS no impact
(1 2) Change e method of fhe class C
There IS no Impact on the exlstlng instances of C Methods
appear only in the definltlon of the class
(2) Change an edge
(2 1) Make a class S a superclass of a class C
This operation requires addlng instance variables
1 1 1)

(1 1 3) Change the name of an instance variable V of a c/ass C
There IS no impact on the instances of C

(operation

(2 2) Remove a class S from the superclass list of a class C
This operation requires dropplng exlstlng instance variables
(operation 1 1 2)

(7 1 4) Change the domaln of an Instance variable V of a
class C
We have seen earlier that the domaln of an instance vanable
can only be generaltzed Existing values of an Instance vanable V
will, therefore, continue to belong to V’s domain even after a
change IS made to the domain As a consequence, Instances of
C are not affected at all

(2 3) Change the order of superclasses of a class C
If this operation causes some Instance vanables to be
replaced by others, operation 1 1 1 IS used to add instance
variables, and operation 1 1 2 IS used to drop Instance variables
(3) Change a node
(3 1) Add a new class C
Since C is a new class and has no exrstlng Instances, there IS
no impact

(1 7 5) Change the inheritance of an insfence variable V of a
class C
Unless the origin of V IS the same as that of the new Instance
variable, and unless the domain of the new Instance vanable IS
the same that of V, or It IS a superclass of the domaln of V, this
operation causes the dropping of one inherited instance variable
In favor of another Instances need not be modified When an
Instance IS actually accessed (on a user request), the system
screens out the deleted instance variable, and supplies the
default value of the new instance variable

(3 2) Drop an existing class C
If these instances are
All Instances of C must be dropped
referenced by exlstlng instances of other classes, the user will
have to modify such references upon falling to retrieve the
deleted Instances of C When a class C IS dropped, it may also
require some Instance variables from subclasses of C to be
dropped (operation 1 1 2)

(1 1 6) Change fhe default value of an instance variable V of
class C
There IS no Impact on the exlstlng Instances of C A default
value IS always stored In the deflnltlon of an Instance vanable,
never in the instances

If the dropped class C IS a part of a COmpOSlte object
schema, not only should the Instances of C be deleted, but also
Objects that are
those that depend on those Instances
(recursively) dependent on the instances of C are also deleted
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(3 3) Change the name of a class C
There

IS no impact

on the Instances

variable
referenced
in a method
IS called the context of the
instance
vanable
The semantics
of a reference
WIII be
determined
by context
In our example,
Class C will contain the
following
information
for Its Instance variables

of C

4 2 Embedded References in Inherited Methods
A method can have embedded
references
to other methods
and Instance vanables
An embedded
reference
to a method IS
analogous
to a subroutlne
call In conventional
(control-onented)
programmung
languages
An embedded
reference
to an Instance
vanable
accesses
a part of the local state of an object
Such
references
present
no special
problem
In the presence
of
single-inheritance,
that IS, when the class lattice IS restricted
to a
hierarchy
However,
multiple
inheritance
Introduces
inevitable
name confkcts
A method can make inconsistent
references
to
other methods
and instance
vanables
In this sectton,
we first
describe
this problem,
and then outline our solution,
which we
have not yet implemented
in ORION

(1)

For Vx. a reference
to Vx of A. since the properties
of Vx
are the same as those of Vx of A
For Vx, the following context lisrs are also included
(C Vx)
(A Vx)
(B Vy)
Each context list IS a pair, where the first component
IS
the name of a context,
and the second IS the name of an
instance variable known to the class C The context lists
dictate the following
If any method to be applied on an
instance
of C IS defined in C, and it has an embedded
reference
to Vx, use the definition of Vx in C (in this case,
a reference
to Vx of A) If a method IS defined in A, and it
references
Vx, again use the definition
of Vx tn C If a
method
IS defined
in B, and it references
Vx use the
definition
of Vy in C

(2)

For Vy,
are the
For Vy,
respect

(3)

If C has locally defined Instance variables
(not shown In
Figure 3), each of them is associated
with its list of
properties
(domain,
default value, etc ) If the name of
such an instance
variable
V conflicts
with that of an
instance
variable
in a superclass,
V will also include
context lists

Problem
We will use Figure 3 to illustrate the lnconslstent
reference
problem
with
inherited
methods
The
class
C has two
superclasses
A and B Class A has locally defined method Ma,
and a locally defined instance variable Vx Ma has an embedded
reference
to Vx Class B has a locally defined method Mb, and a
locally defined instance variable
Vx Mb also has an embedded
reference
to Vx However,
Vx of A and Vx of B represent
two
different semantic
concepts
They only happen to have the same
name When the class C IS created,
it inherits Ma and Mb, but the
conflict involving the name Vx forces C to Inherit Vx from its first
superclass
A (due to default
conflict
resolution)
When
a
message
Mb IS now sent to an Instance
of C, the body of the
method Mb IS invoked
Mb has a reference
to Vx, but the Vx of
that instance IS the one Inherited from A This IS an inconsistent
reference,
because
Mb was intended
to function
correctly
only
with respect to the semantics
and properties
of Vx of B

Like instance
variables.
methods
must also have context
lists in order to handle name conflicts
Whenever
an instance
variable
V (or a method)
of a class C IS referenced
from a
method M, if V has no context list, the reference
IS unambiguous
since there can be no name conflict that involves V In case V
does have context
lists, it IS necessary
to know where M IS
defined
If M IS defined in a certain superclass,
and one of the
context lists of V contains the name of that superclass,
then the
instance variable name associated
with that list must be used (in
place of V) If none of the context lists of V contains the name of
that class,
the reference
to V IS erroneous,
and must be
rejected

Solutlon
We now outline our approach
to solving the inconsistent
reference
problem
To illustrate our solution,
we again refer to
Figure 3 Suppose
that C inherits Vx from A, and retains the
name Vx C also inherits Vx from B, but renames
tt Vy When a
message
Mb IS sent to an instance of C. the code defined in B IS
executed
Within that code, there IS a reference
to Vx However,
since Mb IS being executed
on behalf of an instance of C (rather
than B), the reference
to Vx must automatically
be replaced by a
reference
to Vy To make this possible,
Class C maintains
the
following
InformatIon
(1) If Vx IS referenced
from any method
defined
in A or C, use Vx (2) If Vx IS referenced
from any
method defined in B, use Vy The correct
class for an instance

For the context
lists approach
to function
properly,
the
system
maintains
a global workspace
called the context stack,
which IS initially empty
Whenever
a method IS invoked,
it pushes
the name of its class (that IS the class in which it IS defined)
Into
the context stack
Just before the method finishes its execution,
it pops the stack
If, within the body of that method,
a reference
IS made to an instance
variable
or method,
the class of the
referencing
method can be known by simply examining
(but not
popping)
the top element
of the context stack

0

A

Instance Variables
vx
Methods

instance Variables
vx
Methods
Ma - references

Mb -references

Vx

Vx

The above mechanism
relies on the fact that the effect of
every push operation
done by a method IS reversed
by a pop
operation
when the method
finishes
The user does not write
code to pop and push
The user IS not even aware of the
presence
of the context stack The user only supplies the body of
the method
The system
fills in the prologue
(push) and the
epilogue
(pop)
for the method
After
a push operation
IS
executed,
the system must guarantee
that it IS reversed when the
method completes
execution
Even if the method should make an
exit from the mtddle of its body (normally
or abnormally,
due to
an error), the system must detect any such exit and execute the
pop operation

instance Variables
Vx

Inherited

from

Vx of class

from
from

class
class

A

Methods
Ma InherIted
Mb +nhented

a reference
to Vx of B. since the properties
of Vy
same as those of Vx of B
there IS no context list There IS no ambiguity
with
to Vy

A
B

Figure 3 A Class Lattice with Name Conflict
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Algonthms for the generatlon and maintenance of context
ltsts In the presence of extensive schema changes, along with a
number of other solutions we investigated for the problem of
InconsIstent references In lnhented methods, WIII be reported in
a forthcomlng paper

5. Summary and Concluding
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In this paper, we presented the results of our research tnto
various issues of schema evolution, that IS, dynamic deflnitlon
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